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The Great Issues of Politics : an Introduction to Political Science

1957

introduction to political theory is a text for the 21st century it shows students why an understanding of theory is

crucial to an understanding of issues and events in a rapidly shifting global political landscape bringing together

classic and contemporary political concepts and ideologies into one book this new text introduces the major

approaches to political issues that have shaped the modern world and the ideas that form the currency of

political debate introduction to political theory relates political ideas to political realities through effective use of

examples and case studies making theory lively contentious and relevant this updated third edition comes with

significant revisions which reflect the latest questions facing political theory such as the french burqa controversy

ethnic nationalism and the value of research from sociobiology accompanying these debates is a wealth of new

and thought provoking case studies for discussion including consensual sadomasochism affirmative action and

same sex marriage a new chapter on difference has also been added to complement those on feminism and

multiculturalism the revised glossary revamped website for further reading and new streamlined layout make

introduction to political theory third edition the perfect accompaniment to undergraduate study

Introduction to Political Science

1983

in a comprehensive introduction to political processes and concepts ranney introduces the methods and

consequences of political and government systems as they apply to the readers own life experiences a popular

classic in the field the eighth edition provides accurate current information on all major government and political

developments ranging from local concerns to the global economy defines and illustrates politics policies and

government procedures with a clear connection to individual citizen s lives explores political psychology

socialization and culture and examines modern political ideologies examines the international political economy

and the different efforts for global peace for individuals with an interest in the political policies concepts and

methods of the united states and other countries as well as a reference for those who need to refresh their

knowledge of political systems

Introduction to Political Theory

2015-02-20

exceptionally up to date and rich in cross national examples with an emphasis on the u s political system this

book offers an unbiased thorough introduction to the basic terminology concepts and theories of political science



a five part organization covers chapter topics under the headings of the bases of politics political attitudes

political interaction the institutions of politics and what political systems do for anyone looking for an exciting view

of the political science field

Governing

1987

the approach of the authors current and former professors of political science at drew u in this introduction to

political science is integrative in that they seek to incorporate both descriptive and normative issues and insights

from both classical and empirical theory they further seek to treat political theory american government comparati

Political Science

2003

offers an overview of the five paradigms of political explanation those based on rational choice theory political

psychology community analysis marx and weber the book examines what these models reveal about politics and

the nature of political explanation

The Challenge Of Politics: An Introduction To Political Science, 2nd Edition

2006-02-15

first published in 1953 this seminal introduction to political philosophy is intended for both the student of political

theory and for the general reader after an introduction which explains the nature and purpose of philosophy dr

murray provides a critical examination of the principle theories advanced by political philosophers from plato to

marx paying special attention to contemporary issues the book also makes an attempt to define the essential

issues of philosophical significance in contemporary politics with special reference to the conflict between political

authority and individual rights and to show how the different moral assumptions underlying authoritarian and

democratic systems of government are ultimately based upon different theories of logic

The Great Issues of Politics. An Introduction to Political Science. (Third

Printing.).

1954

this student friendly introduction to contemporary concepts and ideas will show why an understanding of political



concepts is crucial to an understanding of political issues by using real life examples to relate political ideas to

political realities the hugely experienced author team make the subject lively and contentious in order to stimulate

students to think about political theories in a new and refreshing way introduction to political concepts discusses

traditional concepts such as state liberty and justice using exposition and argument the book enables readers to

understand these traditional concepts and to develop a position on them it also covers contemporary concepts

such as difference human rights and terrorism where the problems that these concepts address have either

developed recently or have been given a new urgency by contemporary events suitable for 1st and 2nd year

undergraduates studying political theory

Doing Political Science

1991-09-08

for courses in introduction to political science explore the fundamentals of political science political science an

introduction shows students how the fundamental tenets of political science have helped important leaders make

critical decisions for centuries the authors present a balance of theoretical abstractions and applied reasoning to

help students understand how to make calm rational choices when it comes to political manipulation this edition

asks students to explore the controversial topic of exported democracy and whether certain countries are ready

and equipped to apply our form of government by examining issues such as the iraq war and the difficulty of

adapting our own democracy in the u s the text prompts students to form their own opinions about democracy

and political science geared toward those learning about the topic for the first time the authors encourage

students to consider different paradigms viewpoints and theories when developing their own political views the

full text downloaded to your computer with ebooks you can search for key concepts words and phrases make

highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends ebooks are downloaded to your computer and

accessible either offline through the bookshelf available as a free download available online and also via the ipad

and android apps upon purchase you ll gain instant access to this ebook time limit the ebooks products do not

have an expiry date you will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you have your bookshelf

installed

An Introduction to Political Philosophy (Routledge Revivals)

2010-01-14

the challenge of politics introduces students to the fundamental questions of political science with a distinctive

normative approach that portrays politics as a potentially humanizing enterprise authors neal riemer douglas w

simon and joseph romance equip readers to recognize major forms of government evaluate research findings

and understand how policy issues directly affect people s lives this comprehensive text balances classic and



contemporary political theory with current events and empirical study the fifth edition is fully revised to reflect

recent national and international developments including a new chapter on american politics and government

Introduction to Political Concepts

2006

presents a collection of experiments exploring the properties of heat

Political Science: An Introduction, Global Edition

2016-08-18

this major new textbook will equip students with a complete understanding of contemporary politics state and

society in the united kingdom today key underlying themes include the differences between traditional and

alternative sites of power and what we mean by political the relationships between politics society and how

individuals become and remain engaged with politics the rapid transformations in contemporary social structures

and their impact on social and political life the role of human agency and its significance to social and political

action and movements contemporary cultural and social dislocations and their impact on some of the major

contested areas of political life today key features include key concepts and issues key theorists and writers

discussion questions comprehensive and accessible an introduction to politics state society is an essential text

for all undergraduate students of politics the contemporary state power and political sociology james w mcauley

is professor of political sociology and irish studies in the school of human and health sciences at the university of

huddersfield

The Challenge of Politics

2015-12-17

the new third edition of the highly successful text has been revised and updated throughout to take account of

new issues such as identity and difference globalization and multiculturalism the book provides a clear and

accessible introduction to political theory and key concepts in political analysis each chapter discusses a cluster

of interrelated terms examines how they have been used by different thinkers and in the various political

traditions and explores related debates and controversies



Introduction to Political Science

1910

explains the basics of political science political science an introduction 13 e provides a comprehensive and

jargon free introduction to the field s basic concepts and themes it draws examples from the u s and other

countries to introduce the entire field of political science to new readers the authors stress how exciting politics

can be balancing practical and theoretical knowledge mypoliscilab is an integral part of the roskin cord medeiros

jones program activities and videos help readers engage in the material and retain its main points readers can

watch videos that explore the key topics of politics and participate in simulations that allow them to experience

politics firsthand assessment in mypoliscilab helps gauge readers progress note mypoliscilab does not come

automatically packaged with this text to purchase mypoliscilab please visit mypoliscilab com or you can purchase

a valuepack of the text mypoliscilab at no additional cost valuepack isbn 10 0205979432 valuepack isbn 13

9780205979431 0205979432 9780205979431 political science an introduction plus new mypoliscilab with

pearson etext access card package package consists of 0205949975 9780205949977 new mypoliscilab with

pearson etext valuepack access card 0205978002 9780205978007 political science an introduction

An Introduction to Political Science

1977

understanding the political world offers a comparative perspective on how politics works at the global national

group and individual level focusing on how fundamental concepts in political science relate to real political events

this bestselling text surveys political behavior systems and processes throughout the world and asks students to

evaluate and apply this knowledge through an engaging writing style numerous examples and the instructive use

of visuals understanding the political world encourages students to think like political scientists and to critically

examine new and enduring political realities and challenges teaching and learning experience personalize

learning mypoliscilab delivers proven results in helping students succeed provides engaging experiences that

personalize learning and comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to

helping students and instructors achieve their goals explore concepts and current events drawing on recent

political events from a discussion of the economic crisis in the context of ireland to the iraqi people s struggle to

create a democracy this text surveys the discipline of political science and shows how political scientists analyze

real world politics improve critical thinking compare focus and debate boxes encourage students to think

comparatively and to develop political arguments engage students a new four color design and numerous photos

offer a current and lively reading experience emphasize learning outcomes new learning objectives in every

chapter focus students on what they need to learn in mypoliscilab study plans based on the same learning



objectives give students follow up reading video and multimedia activities for further practice instructor support an

instructor s manual test bank and powerpoint presentation provide more teaching resources in mypoliscilab

classprep collects class presentation resources in one convenient online destination

An Introduction to Politics, State and Society

2003-05-21

this new edition of ponton and gill s well known text continues to provide students with a superlative guide to

political concepts and institutions the second edition has sold in excess of 5 500 copies thoroughly revised and

updated also two completely new chapters on global politics clearly structured for course use each chapter

length to suit a week s reading clearly written and accessible very lucid introduction to political concepts

Introduction to Political Science

1976

this book is intended as an introduction to political psychology or political behavior this book will appeal to both

psychology and political science majors with authors from each discipline

Political Theory

1999

this book provides an engaging and intellectually challenging introduction to political ideologies while at the same

time giving an accessible route into the subject for those new to politics supported by an outstanding companion

website it has strong claims to be the best undergraduate textbook on ideologies on the market dr mike gough

university of east angliaintroduction to political theory is a text for the 21st century it shows students why an

understanding of theory is crucial to an understanding of issues and events in a rapidly shifting global political

landscape bringing t

The Great Issues of Politics

1973

this new edition of ponton and gill s well known text continues to provide students with a superlative guide to

political concepts and institutions the second edition has sold in excess of 5 500 copies thoroughly revised and

updated also two completely new chapters on global politics clearly structured for course use each chapter



length to suit a week s reading clearly written and accessible very lucid introduction to political concepts

Political Science

2015-06-12

this revised edition examines a fairly wide range of issues on political theory identified at the beginning of the

new millennium elabo rating the nature and significance of political theory the book delves into the concept of

ideology nature and different views on politics and approaches to the study of politics it is designed to cater to

the needs of various indian universities and competitive examinations including the civil services examination

Understanding the Political World: Pearson New International Edition

2013-11-01

why politics matters an introduction to political science is a full color accessible introduction to political science

why politics matters follows a foundational approach to learning and gives students a big picture of the field

examing theory comparative politics including a look at the u s government and international relations the authors

approach the subject through a theme of theory and practice and emphasize why politics matters to the reader

through current global examples encouraging critical thinking discussion and participation throughout the text

important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available

in the ebook version

People, Power, and Politics

1986

political theory an introduction is a pioneering political theory textbook that is a step towards making students do

and evolve an indian political theory that is theory born out of reflection on and engagement with indian social

and political practices it innovatively embeds indian cases and contexts in the theoretical discussions and

involves students in applying theories to current issues without oversimplifying concepts this textbook uses the

conversational context specific style of a good teacher and recreates the flavour of the classroom inside its

covers some of its special features are an outline for each chapter highlighting its main elements an introductory

section discussing the concept and rationale of chapter organization cross referencing of important terms points

for discussion and a detailed reading list



Introduction to Politics

1982-01-01

note you are purchasing a standalone product mypoliscilab does not come packaged with this content if you

would like to purchase both the physical text and mypoliscilab search for 0134113934 9780134113937

understanding the political world plus mypoliscilab for comparative politics access card package 12 e which

contains 0133941477 9780133941470 understanding the political world 12 e 0134064054 9780134064055

mypoliscilab for comparative politics access card mypoliscilab should only be purchased when required by an

instructor for courses in introduction to political science grasp the ever changing nature of international politics

understanding the political world gives readers deeper insight into the continually evolving nature of international

politics presenting key concepts relevant research findings and detailed explanations the twelfth edition offers

readers a path to understanding the challenges of politics and political differences the text explores the subject

matter from a comprehensive and comparative standpoint using real examples from different international political

systems to demonstrate how politics are understood throughout the world by directly questioning readers to

understand and explain what they know understanding the political world brings an abstract subject into focus by

relating it to readers opinions and lives through real examples of political institutions and processes readers can

better understand the nature of global politics also available with mypoliscilab mypoliscilab for comparative

politics courses extends learning online engaging students and improving results media resources with

assignments bring concepts to life and offer students opportunities to practice applying what they ve learned and

the writing space helps educators develop and assess concept mastery and critical thinking through writing

quickly and easily please note this version of mypoliscilab does not include an etext understanding the political

world twelfth edition is also available via revel an immersive learning experience designed for the way today s

students read think and learn

Introduction to Political Psychology

2004

why politics matters an introduction to political science is a full color accessible introduction to political science

organized evenly around the major divisions within political science theory american government comparative

politics and international relations why politics matters follows a foundational approach to learning and gives

students a big picture of the field the authors approach the subject through a theme of theory and practice and

emphasize why politics matters to the reader through current global examples encouraging critical thinking

discussion and participation throughout the text why politics matters is the first and only introduction to political

science book offering a fully integrated and customizable online reader coursereader with a full slate of



recommended primary source readings compiled by the authors each coursereader selection is called out in the

text alongside the relevant discussion and is accompanied by critical thinking questions to help students apply

the reading to their chapter lesson you can further customize coursereader for your class by choosing from the

thousands of documents and videos within our introduction to political science set and even adding your own

notes and highlights before publishing your unique online reader for students to access important notice media

content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version

An Introduction to Political Theory

2011

this mainstream text for introductory political science course familiarizes students with the discipline by taking a

comparative approach to topics such as the nature of politics political institutions behavior and ideologies the text

takes a broader look at globalization and the role of non governmental actors such as multinational corporations

and transnational organizations like the u n

Introduction to Politics

1993-01-01

focusing on strong pro and con viewpoints of controversial political issues this introduction to politics uses a

debate format that encourages discussion of the issues addressed it examines 26 controversial issues of great

complexity and importance some of long standing concern and some of more recent relevance including the

questions is government avoidable is socialism better than capitalism does tv news have a unique impact on

public opinion should the west redistribute its wealth to third world countries for historians and political scientists

An Introduction To Political Theory (4 Edition)

2000-01-01

the 2nd edition of global politics a new introduction continues to provide a completely original way of teaching

and learning about world politics the book engages directly with the issues in global politics that students are

most interested in helping them to understand the key questions and theories and also to develop a critical and

inquiring perspective completely revised and updated throughout the 2nd edition also offers additional chapters

on key issues such as environmental politics nationalism the internet democratization colonialism the financial

crisis political violence and human rights global politics examines the most significant issues in global politics

from war peacebuilding terrorism security violence nationalism and authority to poverty development



postcolonialism human rights gender inequality ethnicity and what we can do to change the world offers chapters

written to a common structure which is ideal for teaching and learning and features a key question an illustrative

example general responses and broader issues integrates theory and practice throughout the text by presenting

theoretical ideas and concepts in conjunction with a global range of historical and contemporary case studies

drawing on theoretical perspectives from a broad range of disciplines including international relations political

theory postcolonial studies sociology geography peace studies and development this innovative textbook is

essential reading for all students of global politics and international relations

Why Politics Matters: An Introduction to Political Science (Text Only)

2014-01-01

thirty five years ago few could have predicted that the new science of politics would be a best seller by political

theory standards compressed within the draconian economy of the six walgreen lectures is a complete theory of

man society and history presented at the most profound and intellectual level voegelin s work stands out in bold

relief from much of what has passed under the name of political science in recent decades the new science is

aptly titled for voegelin makes clear at the outset that a return to the specific content of premodern political

theory is out of the question the subtitle of the book an introduction clearly indicates that the new science of

politics is an invitation to join the search for the recovery of our full humanity from the new foreword by dante

germino this book must be considered one of the most enlightening essays on the character of european politics

that has appeared in half a century this is a book powerful and vivid enough to make agreement or disagreement

with even its main thesis relatively unimportant times literary supplement voegelin is one of the most

distinguished interpreters to americans of the non liberal streams of european thought he brings a remarkable

breadth of knowledge and a historical imagination that ranges frequently into brilliant insights and generalizations

francis g wilson american political science review this book is beautifully constructed his erudition constantly

brings a startling illumination martin wright international affairs a ledestar to thinking men who seek a restoration

of political science on the classic and christian basis a significant accomplishment in the retheorization of our age

anthony harrigan christian century

Political Theory: An Introduction

1985



Political Science

2015-01-07

Understanding the Political World

2012-01-01
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2006
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